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January 2016
Greetings Christian friends!
I was overwhelmed by the Bible series.
Such credence these messages gave to the Bible
Afterwards I ventured back to listen to the inspiring Christmas messages.
Excellent job here. Look forward to continuing.
Berlin, Germany

March 2016

The Bible origin series and the messages of civil security are,
I believe the most important spiritual breakthroughs in Germany since Luther.
Berlin, Germany

The double dose of the Bible origin series
and the messages of terrorism is powerful.
Munich, Germany

April 2016

The series “The Bible: Origin & Transmission” is an absolute masterpiece of
erudition and scholarship.
This is a wonderful gift to Germany.
Intellectuals enjoy it and are now open to the Bible.
I encourage everyone to listen and share.
Munich, Germany

I listened to the entire Bible origin series three times in wonderment.
This was the first exposure I had to the Bible
save for a few holidays when I would attend services
I would imagine that I am one of many
who trusted in Jesus as my savior
as a result of these magnificent presentations
Berlin, Germany

The Bible origin series is the most important scholarly breakthrough I've seen in years.
And very skillfully weaving in the simple yet powerful Gospel
Munich, Germany

The Bible origin series has opened up incredible windows into the circle of intellectuals.
I personally am devouring every lesson.
The opening reviews of previous studies is
an excellent transition into the new studies.
Dusseldorf, Germany

The studies of the Bible mss are a welcome sight.
Many of us thought that the art and science of
navigating through the Greek apparati
had died off with Metzger and Aland.
Thank you for this revival of scholarship
as well as the revival of the good news of Jesus!
Berlin, Germany
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The majestic Bible origin series drew me in and kept me in awe.
As a linguist, I was fascinated.
I had not previously given much attention to the Bible.
These were so invigorating that I started to listen to the series on Ezekiel.
{Ezekiel – The Pantomime Prophet}
The name meant nothing to me. But again, I was captivated.
Next I listened to the message on Nicodemus because I at least had heard the name.
{Life of Jesus – Learning to Listen #19}
I had also heard the phrase “born again” but had no inkling
of what it meant nor any desire to pursue it.
By the time I heard the closing song (very good) I myself had been born again.
What happiness!
London, England

The origin and transmission of the Bible is an astonishing presentation.
The speaker has taken a topic which has been relegated to the musty air of academia
and transferred it into a compelling story –
with flawless scholarship and understanding
At least two of my colleagues have abandoned their atheism and have trusted in Jesus.
Many others are on the same path.
This is a momentous event.
Munich, Germany

As a professor of philology I am extremely impressed by the Bible manuscript lessons.
How very fortuitous that my first substantial entree to the Bible
is such a masterwork.
I was alerted to this magnificent site by colleagues and I in turn will pass it along.
Thank you.
I understand the labor involved.
Tokyo, Japan

May 2016

Bravo –
The origin and transmission of the Bible series is incredibly intellectually stimulating.
It is rare to experience such an invigorating presentation of a most complex subject.
I have listened to the entire series twice and even more for the last 2.

11. How Lachmann’s Five Rules were implemented in restoring the Critical Text
The more difficult reading is more likely to be correct!

12. Applying Lachmann’s Five Rules to I Corinthians 14: 34 & 35
Women in the Church
This is indeed a unique opportunity.
I have never seen academic types so interested in the Bible.
Leipzig, Germany

I was attracted to this site by the awe inspiring, scholarly bible manuscript studies.
These were so good I actually ventured into the studies of Ezekiel.
{Ezekiel – the Pantomime Prophet}
These, unlike every other Bible studies I have ever heard, are extremely informative.
I have never really explored religious studies
but I have downloaded several of these for listening as I drive.
Munich, Germany

The Bible manuscript lessons are absolutely unprecedented.
They came highly recommended
and I found them to be even better than they were described.
The religious insight is appealing.
Bonn, Germany

Because of the overwhelmingly sustained popularity of

"The Bible -- Origin & Transmission"

series,

we (Johnny & Connie) reconsidered and decided to post the two lessons
previously omitted from the series.
We had been concerned that there had been too much repetition, but that
does not seem to deter our listeners.
So today, May 15, 2016, we are posting:

5. Tracing the New Testament from the Autographs to the
Textus Receptus
"Men carried along by Holy Spirit spoke from God"
Blessings on your continued study!

Thank you so much for posting the “new” Bible origin study.

{Bible #5}

It is most assuredly valuable!
I have listened to each lesson multiple times and get something new every time.
I have used these successfully with unbelieving scholars and
they are 100% heartily enjoying them.
Bonn, Germany

SO exciting to see the new Bible manuscript lesson!

{Bible #5}

I trusted in Jesus as my savior one year ago as a result of
listening to this scholarly presentation.
They were the gateway to lead me to “The life of Jesus” series.
Many associates have followed the same path as I.
Munich, Germany

Gratitudes to you for posting the missing Bible message.

{Bible #5}

There is certainly no unnecessary repetition as this is a most complex issue
which to my knowledge has never been attempted before.
The impact on me has been most profound.
I had heard “accept Jesus”.
But before I could turn to Jesus I had to accept the Bible.
These studies led me to accept the Bible.
Hence I was able to understand and trust that Jesus is my savior.
Any skeptic should heed these studies
Munich, Germany

Carlo Martini would have been so ecstatic to discover these Bible manuscript studies.
The presentations reflect a thorough understanding of the textual processes
and are highly evangelistic.
The Gospel was Carlo's highest priority
Milano, Italy

Life shaking words in every study.
Amman, Jordan

The Bible origin and transmission lessons piqued my interest
and ultimately led me to a trust in Jesus as savior.
The new study is a gift.

{The Bible – #5}

Yes, indeed, thank you for posting it.
Mannheim, Germany

June 2016
The home page for Worldnet Grace Ministries
{RadicalGrace.com}
was reformatted and uploaded on May 31, 2016.

The new design is perfect for these magnificent Bible studies.
"The Bible: Origin & Transmission" series is academically earth shaking.
This outstanding {home} page will draw even more in.
Bonn, Germany

Thank you for posting the new Bible origin study. Excellent decision.
{The Bible – Origin & Transmission #5}
This lesson provided valuable information and, as always, the clear unfettered Gospel.
Very nice new format !!!!!
Milano, Italy

Outstanding new presentation!

Bible #5. Tracing the New Testament
from the Autographs to the Textus Receptus
"Men carried along by Holy Spirit spoke from God"
Led me to the remarkable Renaissance messages.
{“History of the World - #44 The Church of Sardis, Part 3}
Light of Gospel Reflected in Renaissance Art
Reformation for the Church; Renaissance for Europe
These will strike a chord with the University colleagues
Milano, Italy

I was so ecstatic to see that you posted the new Bible origin and transmission lesson.
{“The Bible – Origin & Transmission” #5}
I use these frequently with academicians and they always are met enthusiastically.
The new page design is magnificent.
Munich, Germany

Thank you for posting the additional Bible origin and transmission message.
These are a God sent blessing which I use with University college people.
I hope you will post what appears to be another.
Mannheim, Germany

Superb “Bible origin and transmission” series.
Provides a thorough understanding of the manuscript issues -presented in a story form which is captivating.
Scholars take it seriously and laypeople gain a thorough understanding.
These studies are the most effective vehicle for engaging the Bible that I have seen.
Vienna, Austria

It is so a delight to encounter the presentation of
the Bible origin and manuscript messages.
I and many others are greatly encouraged to see the legacy of
Westcott, Hort, Nestle, Aland and Metzger continue on.
The speaker undoubtedly had connections with some of the committee members.
The simple Gospel message is included in every study and is bearing fruit.
Milano, Italy

“Bible origin and transmission” messages:
such a breakthrough for scholasticism and Biblical understanding.
Precisely what has been needed in this dead and dark culture.
Zurich, Switzerland

“The Bible -- origin and transmission” series of messages is a masterpiece.
In addition to the scholarly insight it is an effective vehicle for the Gospel –
which is desperately lacking.
The lesson #5 is extremely valuable. Thank you for posting.
Anticipating #6 as well.
The long reviews are essential given the complications of the material.
Munich, Germany

“The Bible -- origin and transmission” studies are a veritable goldmine
for information which had been lost.
It was a good decision to post study # 5.
Moskva (Moscow), Russia

“The Bible origin and transmission” series of messages has conveyed extremely valuable
information which otherwise would have remained hidden.
The studies are as well a very attractive entree into the Bible itself.
Madrid, Spain

The superb Bible manuscript studies overwhelmed me.
These gems led me to the more religious lessons which are frankly most intriguing.
Lisboa (Lisbon), Portugal

“The Bible origin & transmission” series of studies:
Such a triumphal moment in Bible scholarship!
Every lesson is captivating and spiritually stimulating.
I have shared with my colleagues,
of whom all without fail are favorably inclined.
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

”The Bible origin and transmission” messages have been the most powerful
spiritual breakthrough for the intellectual community since the 1940's.
The addition of lesson 6 astonished me.
It is the best of all.
Bonn, Germany

“The Bible origin & transmission” presentation is by all counts
a masterpiece of erudition and spiritual insight.
The "newest" - number 6 - may be the best of all.
Munich, Germany

On June 26, 2016 “Bible origin & Transmission #6” was posted

6. From the so-called Received Text
to Karl Lachmann’s Rules of Philology
God gradually restoring the original inspired words

Most remarkable studies of the Bible manuscripts and editions.
Interesting religious perspectives which actually seem reasonable.
I am looking forward to continuing with more of the studies.
Stavanger, Norway

“The Bible origin and transmission” has been a blessing beyond what words can express.
So many who had no interest in the Bible are now relishing all of the Bible studies.
You evidently saved the best for last.
{“The Bible – Origin & Transmission” #5 & #6}
Berlin, Germany
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